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Abstract
This article proves the existence and uniqueness of a subfactor planar algebra with prin-
cipal graph consisting of a diamond with arms of length 2 at opposite sides, which we call
“2D2”. We also prove the uniqueness of the subfactor planar algebra with principal graph
4442. We conjecture this will complete the list of subfactor planar algebras at index 3 +
√
5.
1 Introduction
The small index subfactor classification program has seen considerable success, with the most
recent progress to index 5 [MS12b, MPPS12, IJMS12, PT12]. The survey [JMS14] provides a
comprehensive overview of the series, along with a general introduction to the methods.
This classification, as with previous classifications to index 4 [Jon83, Ocn88, BN91, GdlHJ89,
Pop94, IK93] and 3 +
√
3 [Haa94, AH99, Bis98, AY09, BMPS12], has three main steps:
(1) Enumerate families of potential graph pairs, organized as ‘vines’, ‘weeds’, and ‘cylinders’.
(2) Apply obstructions to reduce these families to finitely many graph pairs.
(3) Determine how many examples there are (if any!) for surviving graph pairs.
The enumeration step uses special obstructions which are able to simultaneously rule out all
translated extensions of a given graph (see [MS12b] for the notions of translation and extension).
Progress to higher indices has only been possible because of the discovery of new obstructions
of this type. For example, the enumeration step for the classification to index 5 [MS12b] used
Ocneanu’s triple point obstruction and associativity constraint [Haa94].
Ongoing joint work of Afzaly-Morrison-Penneys has made substantial progress toward extend-
ing the classification to index 3 +
√
5. There have been several breakthroughs that have made
this further enumeration possible, but we will not discuss them here. The purpose of the present
article is to complete the third step described above for the remaining promising candidates from
this enumeration step. That is, we construct one example and prove some uniqueness and non-
existence results. Such examples are rare and difficult to construct; moreover, they are of great
importance to not only subfactor theory, but also fusion categories and conformal field theory.
In particular, we prove the following main theorems.
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Theorem 1.1. There is a unique subfactor planar algebra with principal graphs “2D2”(
,
)
.
Theorem 1.2. There are no subfactor planar algebras with principal graphs(
,
)
or
(
,
)
.
We also prove the following, which was also known to Izumi.
Theorem 1.3. There is exactly one subfactor planar algebra with principal graphs
4442 =
(
,
)
(which was constructed in [MP12a]).
Recall the conjecture of Morrison-Peters [MP12b]:
Conjecture 1.4 ([MP12b, Conjecture 2.2]). There are exactly 2 non-Temperley-Lieb subfactor
planar algebras with index in (5, 3 +
√
5):
• the unique su(2)5 subfactor planar algebra [Wen88, MP12b], and
• the unique su(3)4 subfactor planar algebra [Wen88, MP12b].
Remark 1.5. Conjecture 1.4 is known to hold when restricted to exactly 1-supertransitive subfac-
tor planar algebras [MP12b, Theorem 2.1]. In fact, the recent article [LMP13], using techniques
of [Liu13b], has classified all exactly 1-supertransitive subfactor planar algebras without inter-
mediates with index at most 61
5
. Moreover, [Liu13a] (see also [IMP13]) has classified exactly
1-supertransitive subfactor planar algebras at index 3 +
√
5.
We further conjecture that we now have a complete list of the possible subfactor planar algebras
with index in (5, 3 +
√
5].
Conjecture 1.6. At index 3 +
√
5, there are exactly 13 non-Temperley-Lieb subfactor planar
algebras:
• the Bisch-Jones Fuss-Catalan A3 ∗ A4 subfactor planar algebra and its dual [BJ97],
• the 5 quotients of the Fuss-Catalan A3 ∗ A4 subfactor planar algebra [Liu13a, IMP13] (in-
cluding the self-dual tensor product),
• the unique 2D2 subfactor planar algebra and its dual,
• Izumi’s unique symmetrically self-dual 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z subfactor planar algebra [Izu, MP12a],
• Izumi’s unique 3Z/4Z subfactor planar algebra and its dual [Izu, PP13], and
• the unique symmetrically self-dual 4442 subfactor planar algebra [MP12a].
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Izumi proved the uniqueness of the 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z and 3Z/4Z subfactor planar algebras in unpub-
lished notes by finding all Cuntz algebra models of such subfactors [Izu]. Hence to prove the above
conjectures, it remains to show that there are no other subfactor planar algebras with index at
most 3 +
√
5. This is precisely the goal of the work of Afzaly-Morrison-Penneys.
We remark that these unpublished notes of Izumi [Izu] also prove the existence of a subfactor
with principal graph
2D2 = .
The possible graph partners of 2D2, subject to the associativity condition [Haa94, MS12b], are
, , and ,
and each of these graph pairs has a bi-unitary connection. As showing flatness of a connection
[Ocn88, EK98] can be extremely demanding, we use planar algebra techniques to prove Theorems
1.1 and 1.2 simultaneously.
To construct the 2D2 subfactor planar algebra, we follow Jones’ program [Jon01] of finding
it inside a graph planar algebra [Jon00]. In the graph planar algebra of 2D2, we find a one-
parameter family (up to sign) of uncappable rotational eigenvectors T = T (λ) for λ ∈ T which
satisfy T 2 = f (3). We then derive relations for this generator, and we prove that independent of
λ ∈ T, T generates the 2D2 subfactor planar algebra. Not only does this prove existence and
uniqueness for 2D2 in Theorem 1.1, it also proves nonexistence of the graph pairs in Theorem 1.2
(see Section 7.2 for more details).
By [BP14], Bigelow’s jellyfish algorithm [Big10, BMPS12] is universal for finite depth subfactor
planar algebras. We make this statement precise in Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.4. We apply this to
2D2 as follows. We use T to find a system of matrix units S4,+ for a copy of M2(C) corresponding
to the vertex at depth 4 of 2D2. Since 2D2 is stable in the sense of [Pop95] at depth 4, we can show
that 2-strand jellyfish relations hold for the elements of S4,+, in Theorem 7.7. These are sufficient
to evaluate closed diagrams by Theorem 7.8. This shows that the planar subalgebra generated by
T in the graph planar algebra of 2D2 is a subfactor planar algebra. Interestingly, the universal
jellyfish algorithm described in Theorem 2.1 uses generators which are not necessarily uncappable
rotational eigenvectors.
The even half of the 2D2 subfactor planar algebra belongs to the family of generalized Haagerup
categories, which Grossman-Izumi-Snyder have recently used to connect the Asaeda-Haagerup
subfactor [AH99] to a 3Z/4Z×Z/2Z subfactor via Morita equivalence and equivariantization. (Some
preliminary details can be found in [GS12].) The 2D2 and 4442 subfactor planar algebras are also
related to Izumi’s 3Z/4Z and 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z subfactors via equivariantization. In particular, we have
the following corollaries of our main theorems.
Corollary 1.7. The unique 2D2 subfactor planar algebra from Theorem 1.1 has a planar auto-
morphism by mapping the uncappable rotational eigenvector T at depth 3 to its negative. The fixed
point subfactor planar algebra under this automorphism is Izumi’s 3Z/4Z subfactor planar algebra
constructed in [Izu, PP13].
We prove the above corollary in Section 7.2, but note that it also follows from [Izu] once we
know 2D2 is unique. The following corollary is due to Izumi using his Cuntz algebra model [Izu];
we briefly discuss it in Section 8.
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Corollary 1.8. By [BP14, MP12a], Izumi’s 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z subfactor planar algebra is generated by
the 3 minimal projections at depth 4. There is a planar automorphism which cyclically permutes
the minimal projections, and the fixed point planar algebra is the 4442 subfactor planar algebra.
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2 Background
We refer the reader to [Jon12, GdlHJ89, BP14] for the definition of a subfactor planar algebra and
its principal graphs.
2.1 Graph planar algebra embedding and FusionAtlas
In [Jon00], Jones defined the planar algebra of a bipartite graph. Such a graph planar algebra G•
has most of the characteristics of a subfactor planar algebra; it is finite dimensional (dim(Gn,±) <
∞ for all n ≥ 0), unitary, and spherical, but in general it is not evaluable, that is, we may have
such that dim(G0,±) > 1 . Since the graph planar algebra is manifestly unitary, any evaluable
planar subalgebra P• ⊂ G•is automatically a subfactor planar algebra.
To date, many subfactor planar algebras have been constructed by finding them as evaluable
planar subalgebras of graph planar algebras. This program was initiated by Jones in [Jon01], and
it has seen many applications, including the exotic extended Haagerup subfactor planar algebra
constructed via Bigelow’s jellyfish algorithm [BMPS12].
By [JP11, MW], every subfactor planar algebra embeds in the graph planar algebra of its
principal graph. The embedding theorem, known to Jones long before its proof appeared, was
exactly Jones’ motivation for defining the graph planar algebra in the first place.
Constructing a subfactor planar algebra by finding it inside the graph planar algebra of its
principal graph does not rely on the embedding theorem, but it does give us the motivation and
courage to perform such computations. However, finding an evaluable planar subalgebra P• of a
graph planar algebra G•(Γ) does not imply that the principal graph of P• is Γ. For example, every
G•(Γ) contains a canonical Temperley-Lieb planar subalgebra. Further arguments are necessary
to ensure the graph is correct.
In this article, we construct a 2D2 subfactor planar algebra and prove its uniqueness by finding
it inside a graph planar algebra. To accomplish the necessary calculations, which consist of
multiplying rather large matrices corresponding to elements of the graph planar algebra, along
with some basic linear algebra, we use FusionAtlas, a package for Mathematica and Scala
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developed by Morrison-Penneys-Peters-Snyder-Tener for such computations. We refer the reader
to [MP12a, Section 1.1] for obtaining a local copy and to [MS12b] for a terse tutorial on its use.
The arXiv sources of this article contain in the code subdirectory two files:
• Generator.nb, which reconstructs the generator of 2D2 from the terse description in No-
tation 3.5, checks it is an uncappable rotational eigenvector, and writes it to disk. This
notebook runs independently from FusionAtlas.
• G2D2.nb, which performs all the matrix calculations and linear algebra necessary to derive
the relations and prove the lemmas in Sections 3—6.
Finally, we note that all calculations for this article, with the exception of Lemmas 3.2 and
3.4, are performed using the spherical convention for the graph planar algebra. Those two lemmas
use the lopsided convention of [MP12b] (see also [MP12a, Section 2.3]).
2.2 Principal graph stability and the jellyfish algorithm
Suppose we have a subfactor planar algebra P• with principal graphs (Γ+,Γ−). The article [BP14]
explains the connection between Bigelow’s jellyfish algorithm [Big10, BMPS12] and Popa’s prin-
cipal graph stability [Pop95].
Recall that given a finite subset S of a planar algebra, a train on S is a planar diagram built
from elements of S such that every S ∈ S is adjacent to the external boundary, and moreover, the
? on each S is in the same region as the ? on the boundary, e.g.,
?
? ? ??
· · ·
T
S1 S2 S`
k k
2n1 2n2 2n`
where S1, . . . , S` ∈ S and T is a single Temperley-Lieb diagram (we usually suppress the external
disk, and the external star goes in the upper left corner).
Recall that a principal graph Γ± is stable at depth n if Γ± does not merge or split between
depths n and n+ 1, and all edges between depths n and n+ 1 are simple. By [Pop95, BP14], Γ±
is stable at depth n if and only if trains from Pn,± span Pn+1,±. By the main theorem of [BP14],
if the principal graph Γ+ is stable at depths n and n+ 1 and the modulus δ > 2, then Γ+ is stable
for all depths k ≥ n, and Γ± is finite. This means that trains from Pn,+ span Pk,+ for all k ≥ 0.
Using this theorem, we see that the jellyfish algorithm is universal for finite depth subfactor planar
algebras in the following sense.
Theorem 2.1 (Universal Jellyfish Algorithm). Suppose P• is a shaded planar algebra in which
closed loops are multiples of the empty diagram. Suppose {Sk,+}k is a collection of finite subsets
Sk,+ ⊂ Pk,+, and let S≤k =
⋃
j≤k Sj,+. Suppose the sets Sk,+ satisfy the following:
(1) for some n, Sn,+ generates P• as a planar algebra,
(2) Sn,+ has 2-strand jellyfish relations, i.e., for all s ∈ Sn,+,
n
n
s ∈ span(trainsn+2,+(S≤n)),
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(3) for j < n, adding any cap to any element of Sj+1,+, except on the left, gives an element of
span(Sj,+)⊕ T Lj,+, and
(4) for all j ≤ k ≤ n, applying the tangle
j
j
k
k − j
to an element in Sk,+×Sj,+, or the reflection
to an element in Sj,+ × Sk,+, gives an element in span(Sk,+)⊕ T Lk,+.
Then, for k ≤ n, Pk,+ = trainsk,+ (S≤k) . In particular, if S0,+ = ∅, P• is evaluable.
Remark 2.2. If P• is a planar ∗-algebra, it is not necessary to separately check the reflection of
the absorption tangle in item 4).
We first prove a helpful lemma about reduced trains. Recall that a train is called reduced if no
generator is connected to itself, and no generator is connected to one of its neighbors by at least
half its strands.
Lemma 2.3. A reduced train on S≤n in Pk,+ with m ≥ 1 generators (a reduced m-car train) is,
in fact, a reduced train on S≤k−m+1 with no generators from higher Sj,+’s.
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. The base case m = 1 is trivial. Suppose we have a reduced
train on S≤n with m > 1 generators in Pk,+. Label the generators across the top by si ∈ Sji,+ for
i = 1, . . . ,m.
Since the train is reduced, every generator must connect to the external boundary. To see
this, construct a planar polygon with diagonals whose vertices are the train generators and an
extra vertex corresponding to the external boundary, with weighted edges counting the relevant
numbers of strands. The elementary proof of [IMP13, Theorem 3.9] now shows that this planar
polygon either has every generator vertex connected to the external vertex, or there is a corner
(that is, a vertex with no incident diagonals) which is a generator, and neither the first or last
generator in the train. This corner must be connected to a nearest neighbor by at least half its
strands, contradicting our assumption that the train is reduced.
Suppose sm−1, sm are connected by a strings as in the following picture:
s1
?
s2
?
sm−1
?
sm
?
· · · a
2jm − a
,
with possibly some caps interspersed underneath which only connect to the external boundary.
Cutting along these a strings, we see the concatenation of a reduced (m − 1)-car train and a
reduced 1-car train. Since a ≤ jm − 1, we see a < 2jm − a, so this (m − 1)-car train has strictly
fewer boundary points, i.e., it lives in P`,+ for some ` ≤ k − 1. By the induction hypothesis, for
i = 1, . . . ,m− 1,
ji ≤ `− (m− 1) + 1 ≤ (k − 1)− (m− 1) + 1 = k −m+ 1.
Now we repeat the above argument by cutting between the first two cars of the original reduced
m-car train, which lets us conclude that jm ≤ k −m+ 1 as well.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is a generalization of the jellyfish algorithm. We need to write
an element x ∈ Pk,+ as a linear combination of trains on S≤k. We use the following steps:
(1) Since Sn,+ generates P• and has 2-strand jellyfish relations, for every j ≥ 0, trains on S≤n
span Pj,+ by [BP14, Lemma 3.7]. We can thus write x as a linear combination of trains on
S≤n. This is analogous to the first step of the usual jellyfish algorithm.
(2) Using properties (3) and (4), we may reduce x ∈ Pk,+ to a linear combination of reduced trains
on S≤n. This is analogous to the second step of the usual jellyfish algorithm. By Lemma 2.3,
any reduced train on S≤n in Pk,+ is actually a reduced train on S≤k.
Remark 2.4. Given a subfactor planar algebra P• of finite depth n, one can use the previous
algorithm to give a universal jellyfish presentation as follows. For every j ≤ n, let Sj,+ be a
∗-closed basis of Pj,+∩T L⊥j,+. With these large generating sets, properties (3) and (4) of Theorem
2.1 necessarily hold, but it may be difficult to determine the structure constants. Since Γ+ is
stable at depths n and n+ 1, we know that trains from Sn,+ span Pk,+ for all k ≥ 0.
In practice this approach is too inefficient, and it is difficult to work with such a presentation.
The essential idea of this article is that one can often, with care, choose smaller subsets for the
Sj,+’s, for which it is still possible to verify the hypotheses of the above theorem. As an example,
if Γ+ stabilizes before the final depth, we can always choose the higher Sj,+’s to be empty.
The next example motivates the calculations performed in Sections 3—6 and the results proved
in Section 7.
Example 2.5. Suppose P• is a subfactor planar algebra with principal graph 2D2. Since 2D2 is
2-supertransitive, we choose Sj,+ = ∅ for j ≤ 2. We let S3,+ = {T}, where T is the new uncappable
rotational eigenvector, which must satisfy T 2 = f (3). Finally, we let S4,+ be the system of matrix
units corresponding to the vertex at depth 4, where the minimal projections are the projections
obtained from the projections (f (3) ± T )/2 via the generalized Wenzl relation [MS12a, Lemma
3.7], [Pen13, Lemma 2.11].
By construction, it is easy to derive all the necessary structure constants of the annular and
absorption maps amongst the Sj,+’s. The universal jellyfish algorithm now shows that for each
set of 2-strand jellyfish relations for S4,+, the corresponding finitely presented planar algebra is
evaluable (but possibly the zero planar algebra).
As we will see, for any element T satisfying T 2 = f (3) in the graph planar algebra of 2D2, we
can derive 2-strand jellyfish relations for the corresponding elements of S4,+ by Theorem 7.7. By
Lemma 3.4 there is only a 1-parameter family (up to sign) of such elements T , yet the resulting
finite presentations are independent of the parameter by Theorem 7.8, establishing the uniqueness
results in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
3 The 3-box spaces
Let G• denote the graph planar algebra [Jon00] of 2D2.
Remark 3.1. Every lemma in Sections 3—6 is a direct, but tedious calculation in G•. These
calculations can be found in the Mathematica notebook G2D2 bundled with the arXiv sources
of this article. Moreover, after Lemma 3.4, each subsequent lemma holds independent of the
parameter λ introduced in Lemma 3.4 below.
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Lemma 3.2. Any solution to T 2 = f (3) in G3,+ which is an uncappable rotational eigenvector must
have rotational eigenvalue ωT = 1.
Remark 3.3. We know that a low weight rotational eigenvector T generating a subfactor planar
algebra with principal graphs as in Theorem 1.1 must have ωT = 1 by [Pen13, Proposition 3.15].
Lemma 3.4. There are exactly two 1-parameter families T = ±T (λ) ∈ G3,+ for λ ∈ T such that:
• T is an uncappable rotational eigenvector with eigenvalue ωT = 1,
• T is self-adjoint, and
• T 2 = f (3) ∈ G3,+.
These solutions also satisfy F(T )2 = f (3) ∈ G3,−.
Notation 3.5. We give the one parameter family T = +T (λ) for λ ∈ T. We may specify T by
its values on loops of length 6 on 2D2 which stay within the central diamond by [PP13, Appendix
A], where the vertices are labelled W,S,E,N counter-clockwise starting at the left:
2D2 =
W N
S
E
Additional calculations are necessary to show that the expanded generator is, in fact, a self-
adjoint uncappable rotational eigenvector. These computations are carried out in the Mathematica
notebook Genetator.nb, which runs independently from FusionAtlas.
T (WSWSWS) = 2−
√
5 T (WSWSWN) =
1
2
(
3−
√
5
)
T (WSWSES) =
√
5− 2 T (WSWSEN) = −
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11)
λ
T (WSWNWN) =
1
2
(√
5− 3
)
T (WSWNES) = −
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11
)
λ
T (WSWNEN) =
1
2
(
3−
√
5
)
T (WSESWN) =
1
2
(√
5− 3
)
T (WSESES) = 2−
√
5 T (WSESEN) =
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11)
λ
T (WSENWN) = −
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11)
λ
T (WSENES) =
1
2
(
3−
√
5
)
T (WSENEN) =
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11)
λ
T (WNWNWN) =
√
5− 2
T (WNWNES) = −
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11
)
λ T (WNWNEN) = 2−
√
5
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T (WNESES) =
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11
)
λ T (WNESEN) =
1
2
(√
5− 3
)
T (WNENES) =
√
1
2
(
5
√
5− 11
)
λ T (WNENEN) =
√
5− 2
T (ESESES) =
√
5− 2 T (ESESEN) = 1
2
(√
5− 3
)
T (ESENEN) =
1
2
(
3−
√
5
)
T (ENENEN) = 2−
√
5
Definition 3.6. Define the following elements of G• in terms of T = +T (λ):
e13,+ =
1
2
(f (3) + T ) and e23,+ =
1
2
(f (3) − T ).
Note that these definitions immediately imply
• the ei3,+ are rectangularly uncappable projections, and
• the partial trace
2
2
ei3,+ =
√
7 + 3
√
5
2 +
√
5
f (2), so Tr(ei3,+) =
√
7 + 3
√
5.
Let P• = PA(T ) be the planar algebra generated by T inside G•.
Remark 3.7. Taking T = −T (λ) switches e13,+ with e23,+.
Let ei3,− = F3(ei3,+) for i = 1, 2. Recall that F(T ) must be a multiple of Tˇ = e13,− − e23,−.
Lemma 3.8. In fact, Tˇ = F(T ).
Remark 3.9. Any subfactor with principal graphs as in Theorem 1.1 must have Tˇ = F(T ) by
[Pen13, Proposition 3.15].
4 The 4-box spaces
Notation 4.1. For X, Y ∈ Pn,±, let X ◦ Y =
n
n
n− 1
Y
X
and X ? Y = F(F(X) ◦ F(Y )).
Definition 4.2. For i = 1, 2, define the following elements of G• in terms of T = +T (λ):
ei,i4,+ =
3
3
ei3,+ −
(
2 +
√
5√
7 + 3
√
5
)
ei3,+ ◦ ei3,+.
Note that these definitions immediately imply
• the ei,i4,+ are rectangularly uncappable projections, and
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• the partial trace
3
3
ei,i4,+ =
(
2 +
√
5√
7 + 3
√
5
)
ei3,+, so Tr(e
i,i
4,+) = 2 +
√
5.
Since 2D2 has annular multiplicities ∗12, we will find two uncappable rotational eigenvectors at
depth 4. Now since T 2 = f (3) and Tˇ 2 = fˇ (3), we have that Tr(T 3) = Tr(Tˇ 3) = 0, and thus
T ◦ T and T ? T are both perpendicular to the annular consequences of T . Hence we use linear
combinations of T ◦ T, T ? T, f (4),F(fˇ (4)) to define
B =
(
3
4
√
3 +
√
5
)
T ◦ T − f (4)
A = i
((√
2 +
√
5
2
)
T ? T −
(√
1 +
√
5
3
)
F(fˇ (4))−
(
1
3
√
−2 +
√
5
)
B
)
.
We then use A to define e1,24,+ = e
1,1
4,+Ae
2,2
4,+ and e
2,1
4,+ = (e
1,2
4,+)
∗ = e2,24,+A
∗e1,14,+. Note that e
1,2
4,+, e
2,1
4,+ are
uncappable by definition.
Lemma 4.3. The elements A and B are self-adjoint uncappable rotational eigenvectors which
have rotational eigenvalues ωA = −1 and ωB = 1.
Lemma 4.4. The elements A and B have the moments and tetrahedral structure constants as
listed in [PP13, Appendix B.3], and {A,B, f (4)} and {Aˇ, Bˇ, fˇ (4)} span algebras under the usual
multiplication. Hence by [PP13], A and B generate Izumi’s 3Z/4Z subfactor planar algebra.
Lemma 4.5. The set S4,+ = {ei,j4,+} forms a system of matrix units for a copy of M2(C).
Remark 4.6. Taking T = −T (λ) also switches e1,14,+ with e2,24,+ and e1,24,+ with e2,14,+ since A is self-
adjoint by Lemma 4.3.
4.1 The dual graph
Definition 4.7. For i = 1, 2, define the following elements of G4,−:
gi =
3
3
ei3,− −
(
2 +
√
5√
7 + 3
√
5
)
ei3,− ◦ ei3,−.
Again, it is clear that
• the gi are rectangularly uncappable projections,
• the partial trace
3
3
gi =
(
2 +
√
5√
7 + 3
√
5
)
ei3,−, so Tr(gi) = 2 +
√
5.
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Now we define the following elements of G4,−:
e14,− =
1
2
(1−
√
5)g1 −
(√
1 +
√
5
)
g1Aˇg1
e24,− =
1
2
(1 +
√
5)g1 +
(√
1 +
√
5
)
g1Aˇg1
e34,− =
1
2
(1 +
√
5)g2 +
(√
1 +
√
5
)
g2Aˇg2
e44,− =
1
2
(1−
√
5)g2 −
(√
1−
√
5
)
g2Aˇg2
where Aˇ := −iF(A) (as in [PP13], due to Lemma 4.4). Note e14,−+ e24,− = g1 and e34,−+ e44,− = g2.
Lemma 4.8. Let S4,− = {ei4,−}. We have:
• The elements of S4,− are rectangularly uncappable projections.
• Tr(e14,−) = Tr(e44,−) = 12(1 +
√
5) and Tr(e24,−) = Tr(e
3
4,−) =
1
2
(3 +
√
5).
• F4(e14,−) = e14,−, F4(e24,−) = e34,−, and F4(e44,−) = e44,−.
4.2 Rotations
We now calculate F4 on P4,+ and F : P4,± → P4,∓. It turns out that there is a nice formula for
F4 on P4,+ that is not immediately obvious from the formulas for F : P4,± → P4,∓.
Lemma 4.9. Let α = 1
2
(3 −√5), β = 1
2
(−1 +√5), and η = i
√
−2 +√5. The rotation by pi on
P4,+, F4, is given by 
e1,14,+
e1,24,+
e2,14,+
e2,24,+
 = F4

e1,14,+
e1,24,+
e2,14,+
e2,24,+
 =

α η η β
η β α η
η α β η
β η η α


e1,14,+
e1,24,+
e2,14,+
e2,24,+
 .
Definition 4.10. Recall from [Jon12] that the annular basis of A4,+(T ) of annular consequences
of T in P4,+ is given by
?
?
Tˇ
∪0(T )
,
?
?
T
∪1(T )
,
?
?
Tˇ
∪2(T )
,
?
?
T
∪3(T )
,
?
?
Tˇ
∪4(T )
,
?
?
T
∪5(T )
,
?
?
Tˇ
∪6(T )
,
?
?
T
∪7(T )
,
and similarly for the dual annular consequences A4,−(T ) spanned by the ∪i(Tˇ )’s.
We defined the ordered sets
B4,+ = {A,B,F(fˇ (4))} ∪ {∪i(T )|0 ≤ i ≤ 7}
B4,− = {Aˇ, Bˇ,F(f (4))} ∪
{∪i(Tˇ )∣∣0 ≤ i ≤ 7} .
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Lemma 4.11. The one click rotation F applied to S4,± is given by the linear combinations of
elements of B4,∓ given in Figure 2 in Appendix A.
Lemma 4.12. The elements ∪0(T ) and ∪0(Tˇ ) are the linear combinations of elements of S4,+ ∪
{∪i(T )|1 ≤ i ≤ 7} and S4,− ∪
{∪i(Tˇ )∣∣1 ≤ i ≤ 7} respectively given in Figure 3 in Appendix A.
5 The 5-box spaces
Definition 5.1. Define the following elements of P5,+ ⊂ G5,+:
e1,15,+ =
4
4
e1,14,+ −
(√
7 + 3
√
5
2 +
√
5
)(
e1,14,+ ◦ e1,14,+ + e1,24,+ ◦ e2,14,+
)
e1,25,+ =
4
4
e1,24,+ −
(√
7 + 3
√
5
2 +
√
5
)(
(e1,14,+ + e
1,2
4,+) ◦ (e1,24,+ + e2,24,+)
)
e2,25,+ =
4
4
e2,24,+ −
(√
7 + 3
√
5
2 +
√
5
)(
e2,24,+ ◦ e2,24,+ + e2,14,+ ◦ e1,24,+
)
,
let e2,15,+ := (e
1,2
5,+)
∗, and set S5,+ = {ei,j5,+}. Note that these definitions immediately imply
• the ei,j5,+ are rectangularly uncappable, and e1,25,+, e1,25,+ are uncappable,
• S5,+ forms a system of matrix units for a copy of M2(C), and
• the partial traces of ei,i5,+ are given by
3
3
ei,i5,+ =
√
3 +
√
5
2 +
√
5
ei,i4,+, so Tr(e
i,i
5,+) =
√
3 +
√
5.
5.1 The dual graph and rotation
Definition 5.2. For i = 1, 2, define the following elements of P5,− ⊂ G5,−:
ei,i5,− =
4
4
ei+14,− −
(√
7 + 3
√
5
1
2
(3 +
√
5)
)(
ei+14,− ◦ ei+14,−
)
.
Lemma 5.3. The 5-click rotation F5 : P5,− → P5,+ restricted to {e1,15,−, e2,25,−} satisfies
F5
(
e1,15,−
e2,25,−
)
=
(
β η η α
α η η β
)
e1,15,+
e1,25,+
e2,15,+
e2,25,+

where α, β, η are as in Lemma 4.9.
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Definition 5.4. By Lemma 5.3, we define
(
e1,25,−
e2,15,−
)
= F5
(η α β ηη β α η
)
e1,15,+
e1,25,+
e2,15,+
e2,25,+


and we set S5,− = {ei,j5,−}. Since S5,− is obtained from S5,+ by applying F5 to rotate by pi and by
a unitary (related to that from Lemma 4.9), we immediately have:
• the elements of S5,− are rectangularly uncappable, and e1,25,−, e1,25,− are uncappable.
• S5,− forms a system of matrix units for a copy of M2(C), and
• the partial traces
3
3
ei,i5,− =
(√
3 +
√
5
1
2
(3 +
√
5)
)
ei+14,− , so Tr(e
i,i
5,−) =
√
3 +
√
5.
6 The 6-box spaces
Definition 6.1. Define the following elements of P6,+ ⊂ G6,+:
ei,i6,+ =
4
4
e1,15,+ −
(
2 +
√
5√
3 +
√
5
)(
ei,i5,+ ◦ ei,i5,+
)
for i = 1, 2, and
e1,26,+ =
4
4
e1,25,+ −
(
2 +
√
5√
3 +
√
5
)(
e1,15,+ ◦ e1,25,+
)
.
let e2,16,+ = (e
1,2
6,+)
∗, and set S6,+ = {ei,j6,+}. Note that these definitions immediately imply
• the ei,j6,+ are rectangularly uncappable, and e1,26,+, e2,16,+ are uncappable,
• S6,+ forms a system of matrix units for a copy of M2(C), and
• the partial traces
3
3
ei,i6,+ =
(
1√
3 +
√
5
)
ei,i5,+, so Tr(e
i,i
6,+) = 1.
Lemma 6.2. The 6-click rotation F6 : P6,+ → P6,+ restricted to the {ei,j6,+} is given by
e1,16,+
e1,26,+
e2,16,+
e2,26,+
 = F6

e1,16,+
e1,26,+
e2,16,+
e2,26,+
 =

0 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
1 0 0 0


e1,16,+
e1,26,+
e2,16,+
e2,26,+
 .
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7 Evaluation and principal graphs
7.1 2-strand jellyfish relations
We now show the relations given in Sections 3—6 are sufficient to prove the existence of 2-strand
jellyfish relations for S4,+.
Lemma 7.1. B4,± ⊂ span(trains4,±(S4,±)), where B4,± is as in Definition 4.10.
Proof. We prove the result for B4,+, and the result for B4,− is similar. An easy calculation using
Definition 4.2 shows
T = e13,+ − e23,+ =
√
7 + 3
√
5
2 +
√
5
 3
3
e1,14,+ −
3
3
e2,24,+
 ∈ span(trains3,+(S4,+)).
We have ∪0(T ) ∈ span(trains4,+(S4,+)) by Lemma 4.12. Thus ∪i(T ) ∈ span(trains4,+(S4,+)) for
all 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, and obviously F(fˇ (4)) ∈ span(trains4,+(S4,+)).
To finish the proof, note that since T,∪0(T ) are in the span of trains, we have A,B ∈
span(trains4,±(S4,±)) since T is a rotational eigenvector, and T ◦ T and
T ? T =
Tˇ?
T?
are concatenations of trains on T and ∪0(T ).
Corollary 7.2. F(S4,±),F−1(S4,±) ⊂ span(trains4,∓(S4,∓)).
Proof. First, F(S4,±) ⊆ span(B4,∓) ⊆ span(trains4,∓(S4,∓)) by Lemmas 4.11 and 7.1. Since
the train space is closed under adjoints, the same lemmas imply F−1(S4,±) ⊆ span(B∗4,∓) ⊆
span(trains4,∓(S4,∓)).
Lemma 7.3. S4,− ⊂ span(trains4,−(S5,−)).
Proof. We see that successive partial traces of the ei,i5,− give nonzero multiples of e
i+1
4,− and e
i
3,− by
Definitions 5.4 and Lemma 4.8,
4
4
ei,i5,− =
(√
3 +
√
5
1
2
(3 +
√
5)
)
ei+14,− and
3
3
ei+14,− =
(
1
2
(3 +
√
5)√
7 + 3
√
5
)
ei3,− .
Hence ei+14,− ∈ span(trains4,−(S5,−)) and ei+13,− ∈ span(trains3,−(S5,−)). By Definition 4.7,
gi =
3
3
ei3,− −
(
2 +
√
5√
7 + 3
√
5
)
ei3,− ◦ ei3,− ∈ span(trains4,−(S5,−)),
and thus so are gi − ei+14,− , i.e., e14,−, e44,− ∈ span(trains5,−(S5,−)).
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Proposition 7.4. For all s ∈ S4,+,
4
4
s ∈ span(trains5,−(S5,−)).
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, F4 preserves span(S4,+). Applying F5 to rotate by pi, it suffices to show
that for each s ∈ S4,+,
4
4
s ∈ F5(span(trains5,−(S5,−))).
By taking adjoints and multiplying relations, it suffices to consider s = e1,24,+. Now by Definition
5.1, we know that
4
4
e1,24,+ = e
1,2
5,+ +
(√
7 + 3
√
5
2 +
√
5
)(
(e1,14,+ + e
1,2
4,+) ◦ (e1,24,+ + e2,24,+)
)
.
By Definition 5.4, F5 maps span(S5,+) to span(S5,−), so F5(e1,25,+) ∈ span(S5,−). Hence it suffices
to show that for each s, t ∈ S4,+, F5(s ◦ t) ∈ span(trains5,−(S5,−)). Isotoping F5(s ◦ t), we have
F5(s ◦ t) = F5

4
4
3
t
s
 =
4
4
3
s
t
=
t
?
s
?
34 4
.
Now to get an element in the span of the trains, we need to rotate s, t by one click. The dashed
boxes above may be replaced with F(s) and F−1(t), and F(s),F−1(t) ∈ span(trains5,−(S5,−)) by
Corollary 7.2 and Lemma 7.3.
Proposition 7.5. For all s ∈ S4,−,
4
4
s ∈ span(trains5,+(S4,+)).
Proof. Applying F4 to rotate by pi induces the duality on S4,−, which we know by Lemma 4.8.
Hence it suffices to show that for each s ∈ S4,−,
4
4
s ∈ F5(span(trains5,+(S4,+))).
By Definition 5.2, for e24,−, e
3
4,−, we have (when i = 1, 2)
4
4
ei+14,− = e
i,i
5,− +
(√
7 + 3
√
5
1
2
(3 +
√
5)
)(
ei+14,− ◦ ei+14,−
)
.
We know that F5(ei,i5,−) ∈ span(S5,+) ⊂ span(trains5,+(S4,+)) by Lemma 5.3 and Definition 5.1.
By positivity and taking dimensions, for s = e14,−, e
4
4,−, we have
4
4
s =
(√
7 + 3
√
5
1
2
(1 +
√
5)
)
(s ◦ s).
We are finished by an argument similar to the end of the proof of Proposition 7.4
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Proposition 7.6. For all s ∈ S5,−,
5
5
s ∈ span(trains6,+(S4,+)).
Proof. By Definition 5.4, F5 maps span(S5,−) to span(S5,+). Again, by applying F5 to rotate by
pi and by taking adjoints and multiplying, it suffices to show that
5
5
e1,25,+ = e
1,2
6,+ +
(
2 +
√
5√
3 +
√
5
)(
e1,15,+ ◦ e1,25,+
) ∈ F6(span(trains6,+(S4,+))).
We know F6(e1,26,+) = −e2,16,+ ∈ span(trains6,+(S4,+)) by Lemma 6.2 and Definition 6.1.
It remains to examine F6(s ◦ t) for s, t ∈ S5,+ ⊂ span(trains5,+(S4,+)). Now each s, t ∈ S5,+ is
a linear combination of trains on S4,+, and expanding the formulas, we see each s ◦ t is a linear
combination of diagrams given on the left hand side of Figure 1, where we just write x for some
element of S4,+, and we don’t require all the x’s to be the same. Applying F6 to rotate by pi, we
are left with the diagrams on the right hand side of Figure 1.
4
4
4
x
x
,
4
3
4
x
x
,
4
3
4
x
x
,
4
3
3
4
x
x
x
F6
4
4
4
x
x
,
4
3
4
x
x
,
4
3
4
x
x
,
4
3
3
4
x
x
x
Figure 1: s ◦ t for s, t ∈ S5,+ in terms of trains on S4,+, and their 6-click rotations under F6
To see the last three diagrams are really linear combinations of trains, we just use the formulas
for F ,F−1 for elements of S4,+ in terms of trains on S4,− afforded by Corollary 7.2. Finally, we
use Proposition 7.5 to pull the elements of S4,− through the remaining strand.
Theorem 7.7. We have 2-strand relations for the elements of S4,+, which are independent of the
parameter λ ∈ T.
Proof. We must show that for each s ∈ S4,+, we have
4
4
s ∈ span(trains6,+(S4,+)).
First, by Proposition 7.4, we have
4
4
s ∈ span(trains5,−(S5,−)).
For each s′ ∈ S5,−, by Proposition 7.6, we have
5
5
s′ ∈ span(trains6,+(S4,+)).
The relations from Propositions 7.4 and 7.6 are independent of λ.
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Theorem 7.8. P• is evaluable, and the value of any closed diagram is independent of the parameter
λ ∈ T.
Proof. We use Theorem 2.1, with n = 4, and the generating set S4,+. As at the end of Section
2.2, we let Sj,+ = ∅ for j < 3, and for j = 3, we let S3,+ = {T}. We know that T is uncappable
and T 2 = f (3) by Lemma 3.4.
Now the projections in S4,+ are defined from the ei3,+ = (f (3)±T )/2 via the generalized Wenzl
relation. Hence we know all annular maps applied to S4,+, since its elements are rectangularly
uncappable, the e1,24,+, e
2,1
4,+ are uncappable, and the partial traces of the e
i,i
4,+ are given in Definition
4.2. Moreover, we also know that the elements of S4,+ absorb T :
3
3
4
ei,j4,+
T
=
3
3
4
ei,j4,+
e13,+
−
3
3
4
ei,j4,+
e23,+
= δj,1
4
4
ei,14,+ − δj,2
4
4
ei,24,+ .
By Lemma 4.5, S4,+ is a system of matrix units, so P• is evaluable by Theorem 2.1.
The 2-strand relations from Theorem 7.7 and the annular and absorption maps are independent
of λ ∈ T, so the value of any closed diagram is also independent of λ.
7.2 The principal graphs
Theorem 7.9. The subfactor planar algebra P• has principal graphs(
,
)
.
Proof. By Theorem 7.7, trains on S4,+ span Pn,+ for all n ≥ 0. Since the elements of S4,+ are
rectangularly uncappable, and we know their partial traces by Definition 4.2, any reduced train
on S4,+ in P3,+ is a reduced train on T . Since T is uncappable and T 2 = f (3), the reduced trains
on T in P3,+ span T L3,+ ⊕ CT . Hence P• is 2-supertransitive with excess 1.
The principal graph is 2D2 by Lemma 4.5 and Definitions 5.1 and 6.1. The dual graph is as
claimed by Lemma 4.8 and Definition 5.4.
We now prove our main Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Any subfactor planar algebra with principal graph 2D2 must em-
bed in its graph planar algebra by [JP11, MW]. By Lemma 3.4, there are exactly two 1-parameter
family of solutions of the equation T 2 = f (3), which must hold when the principal graph is 2D2.
By Theorem 7.8, the value of any closed diagram is independent of the parameter, so the genera-
tor always generates the same subfactor planar algebra, which has principal graphs as claimed in
Theorem 1.1 by Theorem 7.9. Hence no subfactors with the other principal graphs exist.
Proof of Corollary 1.7. The map T 7→ −T extends to a planar algebra automorphism of P•, which
performs the following swaps: e13,± ↔ e23,±, e1,14,+ ↔ e2,2, e1,24,+ ↔ e2,14,+, e14,− ↔ e44,−, and e24,− ↔ e34,−,
and similar appropriate swaps for S5,± and S6,+. However, A and B are fixed, since they are given
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by linear combinations of diagrams with even numbers of T ’s in Definition 4.2. Thus the map
preserves the 2-strand jellyfish relations, since swapping the e4,+i,j results in the same relations in
the various lemmas, after using the map T 7→ −T . For example, swapping the appropriate rows
in the matrixes in Figures 2 and 3 and replacing T with −T gives the exact same matrices (see
Remark A.1).
Thus the fixed points of this automorphism form a 3-supertransitive subfactor planar algebra
which contains Izumi’s 3Z/4Z subfactor planar algebra by Lemma 4.4. Hence the fixed points are
exactly this subfactor planar algebra.
8 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z and 4442
We conclude with a brief section on the 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z and 4442 subfactor planar algebras, which are
also related by equivariantization.
The 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z subfactor planar algebra is generated as a planar algebra by the 3 minimal pro-
jections at depth 4. There is a Z/3Z-action corresponding to cyclicly permuting these projections,
and the fixed points of this action forms the 4442 subfactor planar algebra constructed in [MP12a].
As this result is due to Izumi [Izu], we simply write the formulas for the uncappable rotational
eigenvectors for 4442 in terms of the minimal projections P,Q,R of 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z at depth 4 given in
the beginning of the proof of [MP12a, Theorem 5.9] listed from top to bottom respectively. Define
the following numbers:
α = −1−
√
5
3
β =
1
6
(
3 +
√
5
)
+ i
√
1
10
(
5 +
√
5
)
.
Then an uncappable rotational eigenvector with eigenvalue exp
(
2pii
(
3
5
))
at depth 5 of 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z
is given by(√
3
5
+
1√
5
)
f (5) +α(P ◦P +Q◦Q+R◦R)+β(P ◦Q+Q◦R+R◦P )+β(P ◦R+Q◦P +R◦Q),
and an another uncappable rotational eigenvector with eigenvalue exp
(
2pii
(
2
5
))
is given by the
same formula, but swapping β and β (resulting in the conjugate eigenvalue). Note that these
elements are obviously fixed under cyclic permutations of P,Q,R. These two elements generate
the 4442 subfactor planar algebra, but they are non-trivial scalar multiples of the generators for
4442 given in [MP12a]. They are also complex-conjugate to each other (entry-wise, as elements of
the graph planar algebra).
Uniqueness of the 3Z/2Z×Z/2Z subfactor planar algebra follows from the uniqueness of Izumi’s
Cuntz-algebra model. We should thus expect uniqueness of the 4442 subfactor planar algebra, but
the Cuntz algebra model no longer works, as the even part of 4442 has more than 2 orbits under
the Z/3Z-action. However, there is a unique bi-unitary connection up to graph automorphism.
We now prove Theorem 1.3, i.e., that there is exactly one subfactor planar algebra with prin-
cipal graphs 4442. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of uniqueness for 3311 from
[IJMS12], and we give only the most important details below. This proof was also known to Izumi.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. The diagrammatic branch matrix for 4442 with its 9 unknown phases is
given by
1
A

−1 B B √BC
B Bξ1 ξ2
√
BCη1
B ξ3 Bξ4
√
BCη2√
BC
√
BCη3
√
BCη4 3ζ

where A = [5], B = [4], C = 3[2], and [2] =
√
3 +
√
5. By a computation similar to [IJMS12,
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4], but more difficult, there are exactly two solutions for these 9 unknown
phases, which are complex conjugate to each other (so we list only one below):
ξ1 =
√
−11
16
− 3i
√
15
16
≈ 0.395285− 0.918559i
ξ2 = ξ3 = −ζ = −1
ξ4 =
√
−11
16
+
3i
√
15
16
≈ 0.395285 + 0.918559i
η1 = η3 = −1
2
√√√√1
2
(
−1− 3
√
5− i
√
6
(
3−
√
5
))
≈ −0.135045 + 0.990839i
η2 = η4 = −1
2
√√√√1
2
(
−1− 3
√
5 + i
√
6
(
3−
√
5
))
≈ −0.135045− 0.990839i
Since ξ1 = ξ4 and η1 = η3 = η2 = η4, the resulting diagrammatic branch matrices are mapped
to each other by swapping the second and third rows and columns, which corresponds to a graph
automorphism of 4442. Since every bi-unitary connection on 4442 is gauge equivalent to one of
these, there is exactly one gauge orbit of bi-unitary connections on 4442 up to graph automorphism,
and thus there is at most one 4442 subfactor planar algebra. Existence was shown in [MP12a].
Remark 8.1. Even though computing the phases is more difficult for 4442 than for 3311, we only
get a discrete set of bi-unitary connections, not a one parameter family, which gives us uniqueness
without using the UTU condition of [IJMS12, Theorem 1.7].
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A One click rotations F : span(S4,±)→ span(B4,∓), and trains4,+(S4,+) = P4,+
F

e1,14,+
e1,24,+
e2,14,+
e2,24,+
 =

0 − 1
6
1
3
− 1
8
√
7− 3√5 0 − 1
8
√
7− 3√5 1
8
(√
5− 1
)
− 1
8
√
3 +
√
5 1
2
− 1
8
√
3 +
√
5 1
8
(√
5− 1
)
i
2
0 0 − 1
8
i
√
5
(√
5− 1
)
1
4
i
√
2 +
√
5 − 1
8
i
√
5
(√
5− 1
)
1
4
i
√
1
2
(√
5− 1
)
− 1
8
i
√√
5− 1 1
4
i
√√
5− 2 − 1
8
i
√√
5− 1 1
4
i
√
1
2
(√
5− 1
)
i
2
0 0 1
8
i
√
5
(√
5− 1
)
− 1
4
i
√
2 +
√
5 1
8
i
√
5
(√
5− 1
)
− 1
4
i
√
1
2
(√
5− 1
)
1
8
i
√√
5− 1 − 1
4
i
√√
5− 2 1
8
i
√√
5− 1 − 1
4
i
√
1
2
(√
5− 1
)
0 − 1
6
1
3
1
8
√
7− 3√5 0 1
8
√
7− 3√5 1
8
(
1−√5
)
1
8
√
3 +
√
5 − 1
2
1
8
√
3 +
√
5 1
8
(
1−√5
)

B4,−
F

e14,−
e24,−
e34,−
e44,−
 =

1
2
i
√
1
2
(√
5− 2
)
1
6
√
2
1
6
(
3−√5
)
− 1
4
√
2
1
4
− 1
4
√
2
1
8
(√
5− 1
)
− 1
4
√
2
1
4
− 1
4
√
2
1
8
(√
5− 1
)
1
4
i
√
5
√
5− 11
√
5−5
12
√
2
1
6
(√
5− 1
)
1
8
√
3−√5 − 1
4
1
8
√
3−√5 0 − 1
8
√
3−√5 1
4
− 1
8
√
3−√5 0
1
4
i
√
5
√
5− 11
√
5−5
12
√
2
1
6
(√
5− 1
)
− 1
8
√
3−√5 1
4
− 1
8
√
3−√5 0 1
8
√
3−√5 − 1
4 8
√
3−√5 0
1
2
i
√
1
2
(√
5− 2
)
1
6
√
2
1
6
(
3−√5
)
1
4
√
2
− 1
4
1
4
√
2
1
8
(
1−√5
)
1
4
√
2
− 1
4
1
4
√
2
1
8
(
1−√5
)

B4,+
Figure 2: The one click rotation F on S4,±, from Lemma 4.11
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√
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√
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Figure 3: ∪0(T ) and ∪0(Tˇ ) are in the span of trains on S4,±, from Lemma 4.12
Remark A.1. The map T 7→ −T swaps e1,14,+ ↔ e2,24,+, e1,24,+ ↔ e2,14,+, e14,− ↔ e44,−, and e24,− ↔ e34,−. This map preserves the equations
in Figures 2 and 3. For Figure 2, it corresponds to reversing the order of the 4 rows on both sides, and then negating the last 7
entries of each row corresponding to the ∪i(T ),∪i(Tˇ ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8. For Figure 3, it corresponds to reversing the first 4 columns
of the right hand side and fixing the final 7 entries, since all of ∪0(T ),∪0(Tˇ ) and the rest of the ∪i(T ),∪i(Tˇ ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 are
negated.
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